Client profile
With more than 70 years of history, Cemig (Companhia Energética de Minas Gerais) operates in the field of natural-gas distribution as well as in the generation, distribution and commercialization of electrical energy. The company has over nine million consumers throughout the 774 municipalities of Minas Gerais in Brazil.

Why NTT DATA
- International expertise in leading digital transformation
- Leading Cisco partner in Brazil and globally
- Availability and quality of local and remote support
- Highly qualified and trained team

Business need
- Digital transformation in every area
- Improving service for more than nine million clients
- Monitoring of all the company's IT ecosystems

Solution
- Cisco AppDynamics implementation
- Dedicated, full-time team
- Monitoring of all SAP units

Outcomes
- Fewer instability records
- Workforce optimization
- Proactive failure resolution
- Project expansion

The NTT DATA analysts allocated to Cemig are highly skilled technical professionals. They have facilitated a valuable exchange of information with our own analysts.

Marcelo Dieguez, IT and Telecom Operations Manager, Cemig
Business need

Supporting digital transformation

In 2020, Cemig (Companhia Energética de Minas Gerais) started a massive digital transformation project in all business areas, with the goal to improve services to their nine million customers. This made it harder to manage the technology environment.

The pandemic forced Cemig's physical agencies to close temporarily, so they had to improve their digital services. These services included Cemig’s Virtual Agency, an online platform where customers can request electricity reconnections, check their consumption history, request copies of their bills, pay bills and update their data.

According to Marcelo Dieguez, IT and Telecom operations manager at Cemig, this new reality of digital-first contact with customers and the addition of new services meant that support became more crucial. The organization had to be more proactive in solving problems and addressing issues.

Solution

Partnersing to improve observability

To monitor the performance of their ecosystems, Cemig decided to invest on Cisco AppDynamics (AppD), a solution that makes it easy to solve technical issues affecting application performance by giving management a complete view of the availability of processes. “With AppD, we have better quality information, so we can quickly close gaps in performance. This makes us more efficient and proactive,” explains Dieguez.

As a leading Cisco partner in Brazil and globally, NTT DATA, assisted with every step of the implementation. Our analysts were allocated to Cemig on a full-time basis and shared their expertise with the analysts on the Cemig team.

Outcomes

Proactive monitoring boosts customer experience

“AppDynamics was fundamental. With AppD’s constant monitoring, we were able to act proactively and address performance gaps, long before these issues could affect our customers,” Dieguez explains. “As a result, we managed to reduce instabilities, which ultimately had a positive impact on our customers.”

With AppD constant monitoring, we are able to act proactively and address performance gaps, long before these issues could affect our customers.

Marcelo Dieguez, IT and Telecom Operations Manager, Cemig